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Abstract
A predictive-hashing based Denial-of-Service (DoS) resistant multicast authentication protocol was proposed based upon predictive-hashing, one-way key chain, erasure codes, and distillation codes techniques [4, 5]. It was claimed that this new scheme should be more resistant to various types of DoS attacks, and its worst-case resource requirements were derived in terms of coarse-level system parameters including CPU times for signature verification and erasure/distillation decoding operations, attack levels, etc. To show the effectiveness of our approach and to analyze exact resource requirements in various attack scenarios with different parameter settings, we designed and implemented an attack simulator which is platform-independent. Various attack scenarios may be created with different attack types and parameters against a receiver equipped with the predictive-hashing based protocol. The design of the simulator is explained, and the simulation results are presented with detailed resource usage statistics. In addition, resistance level to various types of DoS attacks is formulated with a newly defined resistance metric. By comparing these results to those from another approach, PRABS [8], we show that the resistance level of our protocol is greatly enhanced even in the presence of many attack streams.
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1. Introduction
For real-time streaming applications, a new multicast authentication protocol was proposed which shows a higher level of resistance to Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks [4, 5]. It was claimed that the resource (CPU, buffer, and network bandwidth) usage level can be greatly reduced by utilizing predictive hashing (PH) technique.

Our scheme is based on a block-based approach where a real-time data stream is divided into blocks of packets. In the predictive-hashing approach, packets in one block contain messages along with predictive authentication information required for authenticating the next block messages. Preliminary analysis on worst-case resource requirements conducted in our previous work [5] indicates that this new scheme consumes much less CPU and buffer space than one of the recently proposed denial-of-service (DoS) resistant multicast authentication schemes, pollution resistant authenticated block streams (PRABS) [8], and that its resistance to DoS attacks is greatly enhanced.

However, in the previous analysis, we derived various formulae, for estimating upper bounds on the resource requirements, in terms of coarse-level system parameters such as CPU times needed for performing erasure decoding, distillation decoding, signature verifications, etc. In addition, worst-case scenarios were assumed in analyses, which may yield too pessimistic estimation results that may not happen in real attack situations. Also, the analysis didn’t provide a way to estimate the resource requirements for different attack types and/or different parameter settings. For example, by examining resource requirement changes for different block sizes (with the same bandwidth maintained for the data stream), we may have more insight on which block size we need to choose. The use of a smaller block size may lead to reduced resource usage compared to the use of a bigger block size. Also, using a smaller block size may loosen security condition under which it may be guaranteed that the worst DoS attack type cannot be launched, which the system designer may prefer. However, using a smaller block size means that the receivers will be more susceptible to messages losses due to bursty packet losses (from network congestion and/or from attack streams). Hence, the system designer needs to take these factors into consideration when determining values of the system parameters. Finally, to evaluate resistance level of our protocol against other approaches, a formal metric should be devised. By using a simulator we developed, it becomes possible to quantify resistance levels on different platforms.

We designed and implemented a simulator for the predictive-hashing based multicast authentication protocol. Multiple attack streams along with an authentic data stream may be generated and launched against a virtual receiver which is equipped with the predictive-hashing based protocol. Different attack types may be used in generating such attack streams with various system parameters such as block size, redundancy level for erasure encoding, message size, loss rate, packet (or block) period, and simulation duration, etc. The packets generated by the stream generators will be written to multiple files, and the system
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parameters used by the stream generators are written to a separate file. These files are read by the virtual receiver process later and the packets will be fed as inputs to the packet processing object (called decoder) which performs authentication operations. One feature of this simulator is that it is platform independent, and the timing parameters such as block period or packet period may be specified in absolute time and will be enforced in any platform where the simulator is running. This simulator is written in Java.

By using this simulator, we may be able to obtain accurate information on resource usages by the protocol in a variety of attack scenarios with different parameters. The simulator also outputs detailed information on how much resources are used by each component in the protocol implementation. The type of DoS attack that may be launched varies depending upon the level of attack complexity. The attacker may simply generate packets randomly and launch an attack. Or, he/she may intercept authentic packets somewhere in the network and modify some fields and the packet and launch them against receivers. Alternatively, the attacker may intercept packets at one location in the network, reuse/modify some fields in the packets, and relay them to another location in the network, launching an attack with these relayed packets. This type of attack is named in this paper as a strong relay attack (SRA) and it will be addressed later on the effects of this type of attack and how to avoid such attack scenarios in PH-based approach. These various attack types may be specified as one of the input parameters to our simulator, and attack streams matching these specifications will be generated. Also, by using the simulator, we may formally define the concept of DoS resistance level (DRL) for different attack types as the number of attack streams the receiver may tolerate in terms of authentication throughput and memory requirement.

Preliminary information is given in Section 2. Section 3 provides a brief explanation on predictive-hashing based authentication protocol. Section 4 describes approaches we have taken in the design and implementation of the simulator. In Section 5, detailed simulation results are explained. Conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2. Preliminaries

Block: The original data (or message) stream at the sender side is divided into blocks, and each block data is packetized into the same number of packets. Each packet contains message portion (from original data stream) and additional information related to authentication may be attached. Block period, \( p \), corresponds to a duration of time during which block packets are generated by the sender.

Erasure codes: This is one of the forward error correction (FEC) techniques to recover lost packets during transmission [6]. The encoder redundantly encodes information into a set of symbols. If the decoder (receiver) receives sufficiently many symbols, it can reconstruct the original information. An \( (n, t) \) erasure encoder generates a set of \( n \) symbols from the input. The decoder can recover all the original data as long as \( n-t \) symbols are available, \( t \) is named as a redundancy level.

3. Predictive Hashing Based Approach

We developed a new mechanism, which is based on Predictive Hashing (PH) and One-way Key Chain (OKC), to significantly reduce resource requirements at a receiver even in the presence of DoS attack packets flowing in. The basic idea of predictive hashing is that each block of packets conveys authentication information that will be used to authenticate the next block packets instead of sending authentication information within the same block as in previous approaches [6, 9, 10]. The PH technique allows receivers to save significant amount of buffer space since only authentication-related portions from each packet needs to be saved for future packet authentication, while the message portions of arrived packets are processed (or authenticated) immediately upon receipt. However, in our scheme, the sender needs to keep the message portions from two consecutive blocks in its buffer to calculate PH.

One-way key chain technique is already used in other contexts such as in one-time password [8], TESLA [11], etc. In our approach, the sender obtains a hash chain by applying hash operations recursively to some seed value, and obtained key values are assigned to blocks in backward order of their generation times. The sender uses the assigned key to calculate Message Authentication Codes (MAC) hashes/signature information for the next block, and attach them (along with other authentication related information) to the current
block packets. Also, each block packet reveals the key used in the previous block to let the receivers use it in authenticating the previous block packets (or partitions) without applying erasure decoding and signature verifications in most of the cases. These mechanisms are combined with erasure codes and distillation codes to develop a multicast authentication protocol which is very resistant to Denial-of-Service attacks and resource-efficient. Figure 1 shows an overview of our approach at sender side. The receiver side operation is the reverse of the process shown in Figure 1.

**PH Decoding Algorithm at Receiver**

The receiver side algorithm is presented in Figure 2 in detail [4, 5].

4. Simulator Design and Implementation

The following are the goals of our simulator design:

- platform independence: this is achieved by implementing the simulator in Java. Also, specified timing parameter such as packet inter-arrival time will be enforced regardless of the computing platform.
- support for a variety of DoS attack types and other system parameters to be specified as input to the simulator: attack packet streams may be generated with various attack types including simple relay-attack and strong relay-attack types by attack stream generators. Also, other system parameter values, such as block size (n), redundancy level (t), message size in each packet, loss rate, and the number of blocks to be simulated, may be specified to the simulator.
- formulation and estimation of DoS resistance: the resistance level to various attack types is formulated as a number of attack streams that may be tolerated without affecting packet authentication throughput. That is, a threshold on the number of attack streams will be found beyond which packet authentication delays will increase indefinitely.

Taking these goals into consideration, we designed and implemented a simulator in Java, and carried out extensive simulations. Figure 3 shows the overall architecture of the simulator. The receiver side decoding is performed following the algorithm given in Figure 2.
5. Simulation Results

We conducted extensive simulations by running the simulator on a PC with Pentium 4 CPU (1.7 GHz) and 1GB of memory.  

Figure 3. Simulator Architecture
Table 1. Cumulative CPU times and percentages of CPU times spent for each algorithm step when there was no attack stream.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>algorithm steps (Figure 2)</th>
<th>Cumulative execution time (ms)</th>
<th>percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4-1)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4-2)</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>3.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4-3)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4-Erasure Decoding)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4-Signature Verification)</td>
<td>838</td>
<td>81.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7,8,9)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10)</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>10.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most of the CPU time is spent for the signature verification step (81.8%), followed by the distillation decoding step (10.64%). The average signature verification operation with data size of around 1200 bytes and signature size of 46 bytes took about 23-26 ms.

Figure 4 shows changes on CPU usage percentages among different algorithm steps with varying values of attack level. As is shown, more CPU time will be used for step (10), distillation decoding operation, while the percentage for step (4), signature verification operation, decreases as the attack level increases. This is due to the fact that only one signature verification operation is needed regardless of attack level in the PH-based approach, while the percentages of CPU times spent for the other steps will increase for higher attack levels. Note that this would not be true in PRABS [8] and signature verification cost will still dominate for higher attack levels.

Resistance Level

For two different attack types, we ran the simulator to find threshold points (in terms of attack level) beyond which inter-packet authorization delay becomes steadily bigger than inter-packet arrival time. The ratios of inter-packet authentication delays to inter-packet arrival times are shown in Figure 5 for simple relay attacks with different attack levels, where erasure-encoded symbol values in authentic packets are arbitrarily modified to generate attack packets. If this ratio is greater than 1.0, it means that the resistance level is reached. The simulations for other simple-relay attacks (such as modifying the key values or distillation code values) showed similar results due to the fact that, for any kind of simple relay-attacks, only one signature verification operation is needed in the PH-based approach.

Figure 6 shows the ratios of inter-packet authentication delays to inter-packet arrival times for strong relay-attacks when the same system parameter settings are used as in Figure 5. This figure may also be considered as the one showing performance gains we may achieve by using the PH-based approach compared to the PRABS approach when simple relay-attacks are launched. This is because the resource consumption in PRABS will increase in proportion to the number of attack streams regardless of attack types. In PRABS, the same number of signature verification operations is needed as the number of streams that a receiver receives.

Figure 5. Ratios of inter-packet authentication delays to inter-packet arrival times with simple relay-attack streams. Resistance level is 390. With the PRABS approach, the resistance level becomes 26 as is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Ratios of inter-packet authentication delays to inter-packet arrival times with strong relay-attack streams. Resistance level is 26.
Memory Requirements

The memory requirements in the presence of simple relay-attacks streams and strong relay-attack streams are shown in Figure 7 and 8. Note that the major memory requirement comes from the packet buffer where the incoming packets are stored while the receiver is processing packets. The memory requirements for other buffers, such as Symbol Buffer and Hash Buffer, are negligible compared to that for the packet buffer due to the size difference, and are not shown here due to space limitation.

6. Conclusion

We designed and implemented a simulator based upon a new PH-based multicast authentication protocol. This simulator may be used on any computing platform to measure exact resistance level to various types of DoS attacks in different parameter settings. This tool may also be used to determine optimal system parameter values such as block period (r), block size (n), redundancy level (t), etc. This simulator was used to derive detailed resource usage information, and to measure the resistance levels against different types of DoS attacks on a selected computing platform. The result shows that our PH-based protocol outperforms other protocols (including PRABS which is outperformed by 15 times) in terms of resistance to DoS attacks.
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